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Bakkt® Study: 
Gig Workers & Crypto

For both customers and workers, the gig economy has 
brought more flexibility and faster gratification. But gig 
payments have been slower to evolve. Gig workers have 
had few or no choices in how they get paid. Crypto 
payments are changing that. 

Bakkt’s Gig Worker & Crypto study seeks to:
o Understand pain points in current payment processes 

o Understand openness of getting paid in crypto across gig 
economy workers 

o Understand which segments of the gig worker population are 
already getting paid in crypto 

o Test product features for how gig workers would prefer to 
receive crypto payments 

 N=1,018
 304 Crypto-Owning Gig Workers 

 714 Non-Crypto Owning Gig Workers

 Gig worker sample includes the following gig 
jobs: rideshare driver, delivery driver, shopper, 
handyman, influencer, freelancer 
developers/writers, property renters, and 
marketplace sellers. 

 Study fielded from June 16 to July 7, 2022 

Study Goals Study Methodology

STUDY OVERVIEW / METHODOLOGY
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Executive Summary  
STUDY OVERVIEW / EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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o More than half of gig workers consider their income as necessary for fulfilling basic living needs for themselves and their families, as 
opposed to “nice to have” income. 70% of gig workers are working 2 or more gig jobs, and over 30% are working 3 or more.

o Gig work is not without pain points, as 66% say they use money from their own pocket to cover costs associated with their job, and 
almost 25% say they have frustrations with how they are currently paid, including speed of payment and inconsistency of payment.

o Almost 20% of gig workers rate their crypto knowledge as “very high”, the strongest rating of all financial topics rated.

o Gig worker satisfaction is high overall, but gig workers who own crypto are more satisfied with their primary gig job than gig workers 
who do not own crypto (78% vs. 68%).

o Lack of education around crypto is top barrier, with almost 50% citing their lack of knowledge about crypto as a barrier to receiving 
crypto payouts. Crypto volatility was cited by gig workers as less of a barrier to crypto payouts (33%).

o 20% of gig workers surveyed said they have already been paid in crypto, suggesting crypto has begun disrupting the payout process 
for gig workers.

o Despite June’s crypto market turmoil at the time of study fielding, 38% said they were open to getting paid in crypto and openness 
rose to nearly 50% when asked if they were open to getting paid a portion in crypto.

o Gig workers selected 20% to 40% of income in crypto as the most prominent income range for taking a crypto payout. 

o Gig workers recognize that crypto payments come with risk, but like the opportunity for increased profitability as well as the ability to 
get paid immediately through crypto. Almost 50% said that the most compelling reason for getting paid in crypto is that is has the 
potential to increase the value of their paycheck. 
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GIG LIFESTYLE/ PAINPOINTS AND LONGEVITY
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54% of gig workers consider their gig 
income as fulfilling basic needs rather than 
“nice to have” money  

66% of gig workers use their own money to 
fund costs associated with their gig job

Over half of gig workers use income to cover basic living costs, and 
majority say they use their own funds to cover job costs.

66%

Almost 40% of gig workers say they see themselves in 
the gig economy for the next 3 or more years

Despite the financial squeeze, gig workers are in it for the long haul, with almost 40% seeing themselves continue in the 
gig economy for three or more years. 



More than 30% of gig workers rate their crypto knowledge as “above 
average" or "very high”.  

ATTITUDES/ CRYPTO KNOWLEDGE
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How would you rate your knowledge of each of the following financial topics? | 1: “Very Low” - 5: “Very High”

33%

This is a stronger rating than given to traditional investments like Exchange-Traded Funds (ETFs), further demonstrating 
the strong appeal of crypto to gig workers.  



Crypto owners are 10% more satisfied with their primary gig job than 
non-crypto owners. 

ATTITUDES/ JOB SATISFACTION

6What is your overall level of satisfaction with your primary gig job? | 1: “Extremely dissatisfied” - 5: “Extremely satisfied”



Crypto payments have already begun disrupting the gig economy. 
20% of gig workers say they have already been paid in crypto. 

CRYPTO MOMENTUM/ CRYPTO PAYMENTS
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Have you ever been paid in cryptocurrency 
for your gig work?

Freelance writers/developers, grocery shoppers, and influencers are 
top gig jobs who have previously been paid in crypto 



Despite June crypto market volatility, almost 50% of gig workers said 
they are open to receiving a portion of their income in crypto. 

CRYPTO MOMENTUM/ CRYPTO PAYOUT OPENESS
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38% of gig workers are open to being paid in crypto

If you had the option to receive a portion of your paycheck in crypto (instead of your whole paycheck), how, if at all, 
would that impact how open you are?

How open are you to being paid in cryptocurrency? | 1: “Not at all Open” - 5: “Very Open”

When asked if they would be open to being paid a portion of their 
paycheck in crypto, openness jumped almost 10% to 46%, 
suggesting flexibility as key driver of openness. 

38%

46%



Openness to getting paid a portion of income in crypto varies by gig 
role, with freelance workers, property renters, and rideshare drivers 
topping the list.  

CRYPTO MOMENTUM/ OPENESS BY GIG JOB

9If you had the option to receive a portion of your paycheck in cryptocurrency (instead of your whole paycheck), how, if at all, would that impact how open you 
are to being paid in cryptocurrency? | 1: “Much Less Open” - 5: “Much More Open



Receiving 20-40% income in crypto was the range most selected by gig 
workers who are open to getting paid in crypto. 

CHAPTER TITLE / SECTION TITLE
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What percentage of the income you make through gig work would you be open to receiving in cryptocurrency? | 1: “0%-20%” - 5: “80%-100%” | 
Primary job: Which of the following is your primary gig job?

What percentage of the income you make through gig work would you be open to receiving in cryptocurrency? | 1: “0%-20%” 
- 5: “80%-100%”

Home/property renters, freelance writers/designers/developers, and grocery shoppers are most open to receiving a 
higher percentage of their pay in crypto: 40% or more. 



Potential to increase value of paycheck rated most compelling reason for 
getting paid in crypto, followed by speed of payment. 

CRYPTO MOMENTUM/ DESIRED CRYPTO PAYOUT %
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The following are reasons that people could be motivated to receive their payments in cryptocurrency. Which of these items would be most motivating to you?



Education around crypto is top barrier to crypto payment adoption, 
with almost half of gig workers. 

ATTITUDES/ BARRIERS 
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Are any of the following concerns you have about getting paid for your gig work in cryptocurrency?

Crypto volatility not top concern, despite study fielding during June 2022 crypto volatility. 



Gig workers show preference when it comes to desired features in 
receiving crypto payments, with flexibility to change crypto to fiat (USD) 
at any time as the top feature. 

CRYPTO MOMENTUM/ CRYPTO PAYMENT PREFERENCES 
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Results from a maximum differential statistical method show the benefit of flexibility as top feature can help mitigate risk 
associated with receiving a crypto payout and help overcome the barrier of needing to pay bills in USD. 

MaxDiff Score is the percentage of how often an item is chosen as best minus the percentage of how often an item is chosen as worst. Positive score: an item 
is chosen more often as best than as worst. Negative score: an item is chosen more often as worst than as best. The higher the score the more 
important/preferred the item.



This does not constitute, and should not be construed as, investment advice or a 
recommendation to buy, sell, or otherwise transact in any investment, including any of the 
product(s) mentioned herein, or an invitation, offer or solicitation to engage in any investment 
activity. This information is provided solely on the basis that you will make your own 
investment decisions, and Bakkt does not take account of any investor's investment 
objectives, particular needs, or financial situation. It is strongly recommended that you seek 
professional investment advice before making any investment decision.


